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Abstract: Median barriers are used in state highways to prevent cross-median crashes. However, installation
of median barriers as a noise source in urban areas could make an increase in sound inconvenience. The aim
of this paper is to investigate the noise performances of median barriers having different shapes. The 2D
dimensional boundary element method (BEM) is used to analyze the influence of the screens. Various median
barriers are designed and results are presented demonstrating that the T-shape, A-shape, Y-shape and Z-shape
barriers produce less noise pollution compared with a plain barrier as their A-weighted insertion loss in the
source side is higher than that of a simple plain barrier. Comparisons between all tested screens indicate that
the best efficiency of noise pollution reduction is found by tilted barriers compared with plain barrier by 1.2 to
1.6 dB (A) . It is also found that, such performance is higher when the source side of the barrier is tilted outward
by 10 degrees. 
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INTRODUCTION geometry of the barrier, are among those considerable

Although vehicles and motors are generally the [3].
noise sources in urban highways, the surrounding rigid In this framework, there have been many experimental
surfaces which are erected near the highways also should studies in the field of acoustic efficiency of roadside noise
be considered as a main noise source. In some occasions, barriers, in which different shapes of barriers have been
avoiding from these surfaces are difficult. For instance, proposed [4-8]. The main difference between single
median barrier as a rigid surfaces are used on high-speed roadside noise barriers with median barriers is the noise
divided highways to prevent cross- median crashes. source location. Single roadside noise barriers is a screen
However, the analysis in Pennsylvania showed that a erected between a source and receivers, in this case a
proportion of fatal crashes on high-speed, divided shadow zone behind the barriers is defined so that the
highways are the result of vehicles crossing the median screen has mostly a positive noise pollution reduction in
and colliding with vehicles traveling in the opposite shadow zone. However in median barrier considering a
direction [1]. From this context, new guidelines are certain receiver zone, two main source locations are
developed to help highway engineers to evaluate median possible. In some occasions source and receiver are
barrier necessity and to increase the level of median located in one side of the median barriers because of
safety [2]. traffic flowing from both sides of the median barriers.

On the other hand, placing the barrier on a hard Therefore in this particular situation the median screen is
ground presents another noise source which based on not a noise barrier any more since its not located between
different shapes could alter the efficiency of insertion source and receiver. In other word the screen is not a
loss. As it was stated before the position and the protection measure, but it’s a source of noise  pollution.

parameters used to estimate the efficiency of the barrier
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In fact the screen provides an imaginary source by shadow zone and the screen act as a protective measure.
reflection of incident wave toward receiver. The receiver In this particular case the fraction in equation 1 is less
will expose with the summation of both incident wave (real than unity as the numerator is less than denominator.
source) and reflected wave (imaginary source). In fact, in Therefore considering the used negative sign, the overall
some rare occasions there may be a wave cancellation due results of the equation is positive. Higher values of the
to phase difference of two waves, but it wouldn't be insertion loss mean better noise pollution protection. 
dominant due to its source/receiver geometry dependency However in this study mostly the p(r,r ) is higher
in each particular wavelength [9]. than G(r,r ) since the source and receiver are in one side

This paper considers this screen as an imaginary of the screen. Therefore in equation 1 the result will be
source for environmental noise pollution. Hence, it is the negative. In fact in this condition no sound reduction is
purpose of this paper, to address the above issues and to made and negative insertion loss means noise pollution
investigate the potential in median barrier efficiency which improvement in our case. So in here the lower absolute
can be acquired employing better shapes and designs value of insertion loss is the lower contribution of median
with less noise pollution impacts on receivers. barrier to the environmental noise pollution. 

MATERIAL AND METHOD the interferences between the source and its ground

Boundary Element Method (BEM): The boundary element [14]. Note that, the average distance of crossing vehicles
method (BEM) as a theoretical prediction is used to model in highways could be pretended by the given distance. In
the boundary of any objects in the tested fields and using order to give a reasonable representation of constant
boundary integral method to calculate the object's surface pressure over an element, dimension of elements
contribution to noise propagation model. Using this is taken to be less than /6 [15]. The sound pressure is
method two main contributors in the tested field including estimated at 9 receivers including -20, -50 and -100 m from
the source and screen (object) are considered and the the center line of the median barrier on the ground and at
effects of both elements are summed. Therefore this heights of 1.5 and 3 m above the ground at 1/15 octave
method can be used in any different acoustical centre frequencies between 50 and 4000 Hz. It is worth
conditions. This is why the BEM, Godinho et al adding that all source and receivers are located at the left
asserted, is possibly the best tool suited to analyze wave hand side of the barriers.
propagation in unbounded media, as it fulfills the far field In the present study, it should be noted that all
radiation conditions [10]. During the past few decades surfaces is assumed to be rigid (all surface admittances
many studies have been carried out on the effects of are zero) and similar to various researches the atmospheric
barriers using Boundary Element Method (BEM) [11-13; effects like wind, temperature etc, are ignored [7]. 
3]. Full details of the formulation required can be found in
[6-7]. Prediction Models: Fig. 1 shows the side view of the

Based on this method, insertion loss of a screen at each sectional width) is taken as 0.03 m, to compare the
frequency is computed as: designed models in a similar condition. The length of caps

for the profiled barriers is 15 cm and in the relevant shapes
the angle is tilted by 10 degrees, to indicate the effective

Where, IL is the difference of the sound pressure levels, values of insertion loss and to make the predictions close
p(r,r ) and G(r,r ), are the sound pressure levels at the to the real environment, the overall height of barriers is0 0

receiving point with and without the screen present fixed at 1 m [18]. 
respectively. In fact p(r,r ) is the result of summation of Hereafter, these barriers are classified into three0

both source and screen's effect but G(r,r ) represent only categories: plain with different thickness, profile and tilted0

the source effect. When p(r,r ) is less than G(r,r ) it means barriers. The efficiency of the designed barrier was0 0

either a screen is placed between source and receiver or estimated employing BEM method and then, comparisons
a wave cancellation process is dominant. Hence it reduces are made between these groups with barrier model "I",
the incident sound pressure level, which is the case in which is labeled as "Ref" barrier.

0

0

By placing the sound source at coordinate (-8.5, 0),

image is avoided and it can also represent the traffic line

proposed barrier. In all cases, stem thickness (i.e. cross

critical reflection [16-17]. In order to produce consistent
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Fig. 1: Two-dimensional geometrical configuration of profiled barriers

RESULT AND DISSCUSSION loss shows positive contribution to noise pollution at the

Effect of a Single Barrier:  Fig. 2 shows the noise pollution at the tested receiver location is ranged from 0.5
performance of the plain barrier as a reference barrier at to 4.5 dB varied across the frequency spectrum. In this
receiver point (-50, 0). It can be seen that, apart from three paper, the performances of all the tested models are
frequencies including 500, 1000 and 4000 Hz, negative compared to the I-shaped barrier as a reference barrier.
insertion loss is achieved. The positive insertion losses at
the above mentioned frequencies can be explained by Thickness Effect: Fig. 3 illustrates insertion loss
wave cancellation deconstructive effect of incident and difference between barrier model ‘H’ and reference barrier
reflected sound waves at the tested receiver location. The when the receiver is located at point (-50, 0). From Fig. 3,
above positive performance depends to geometrical we can see that the efficiency of barrier model “H” by
condition of source/receiver and barrier location as well as increasing the thickness remains unchanged at
its dimension. However as it was predicted the presence frequencies bellow 500 Hz; above this frequency the
of a rigid object within the highway can increase the effect of thickness is visible. The lack of significant
sound energy getting to a receiver, some thing is clearly contribution of thickness in low frequencies can be
visible from Figure 2. As a reminder negative insertion attributed to small thickness changes. It is predicted that

receiver point. The amount of contribution to noise
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Fig. 2: Spectra of acoustic performance of an I-shaped
rigid barrier at receiver point (-50, 0) Fig.5: Comparison of calculated insertion loss

Fig. 3: Noise reduction performance of barrier model "H"
compared with the reference barrier at receiver
point (-50, 0)

Fig.4: Noise reduction performance of barrier models "T"
and "L" compared with the reference barrier at
receiver point (-50, 0)

by increasing the barrier thickness the effect will shift to Fig. 7: Comparison of calculated insertion loss
lower frequencies, some thing is beyond the scope of this improvement of barrier models "V" and "R" over
research. However two distinct frequencies including 630 reference barrier at receiver point (-50, 0)
and 1250 are found with significant contribution to
thickness effect of the designed median barrier. The first by more than 6 dB. This result is explained by geometric
frequency (630 Hz) with deconstructive wave interaction condition and source/ receiver and barriers design. In a
improves the insertion loss of the screen by nearly 6 dB certain condition with a certain dominant frequency the
but in 1250 Hz the constructive effect of incident and thickness effect can be used for prevention of noise
reflective waves at the tested reduces the  insertion  loss pollution contribution of the median barriers. In this case

improvement of barrier models A, Z and Y over
reference barrier at receiver point (-50, 0)

Fig. 6: Comparison of calculated insertion loss
improvement of barrier models "N", "X" and "K"
over reference barrier at receiver point (-50, 0)
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Fig. 8: Contour plot of insertion loss improvement of However in barrier model “L” with the certain
barrier model ''L'' relative to reference barrier at designed shaped many constructive effects produces
2500 receiver positions higher noise pollution at the tested receiver points

the  above  presented   design   in   barrier   model  “H” frequency range above 100 Hz apart some limited
can be  capable  for a traffic noise spectrum with frequencies. At frequencies lower 100 Hz some
dominant frequency of 630 Hz. By increasing in barrier improvement is visible, which is not going to make a
thickness above 15 cm, the effective frequency will be significant improvement in overall performance of the
shifted to lower frequencies, if it is desirable in a certain barrier.
condition. In fact the certain design and extra edges in the

Profile Effect: In order to test the effect of different “L” to be strongly frequency selective. 
shaped barriers, the median barriers are classified into two Fig. 5 shows the amount of improvement made by
categories including profiled and branched barriers. The barrier models “A”, “Y” and “Z” compared to reference
barriers model "L" and "T" are known as profiled barrier barrier. The performance of barrier model “A” is better
and barrier models "A", "Y" and "Z" are recognized as than that of reference barrier at frequencies from 200 Hz to
branched barriers. Fig.4 and Fig.5 respectively shows  the 1000 Hz. This range is an important range for traffic noise
comparison of insertion loss (IL) of the profiled and control since the dominant traffic noise frequencies are
branched median barriers compared to their equivalent mostly within this range. So it can be a good model for
plain barrier (Ref barrier). traffic noise control. The reason behind this can be

As  shown  in  Fig.  4, the efficiency of barrier model describe by the top surface shape and the source side
“T” is  almost  similar  to  the  reference  barrier  till 2500 branch of this certain barrier. The angle of the source side
Hz. Although the length of T part in this model is the branch of this barrier is designed to be upward and this
same of the thickness in barrier model “H”, the insertion helps to redirect the incident wave upward and provide
loss spectral in barrier model “T” is different with that of less noise pollution to the vertical screen. 
in barrier model “H” at frequencies above 500 Hz. In The results for barrier model “Z” and “Y” confirm the
barrier model “T” the extra edges contributes to the above explanation for the source side branch of the profile
performance and the overall performance is slightly better barriers. As one can clearly see the performance of both
than that of barrier model “T”, although the significant barriers model “Z” and “Y” are the same since the source
improvement   is   just   visible  at   frequencies  above side branch of both them are the same. Moreover because
2500 Hz. of the source side branch of the above two models are

Fig. 9: Contour plot of insertion loss improvement of
barrier model ''V'' relative to reference barrier at
2500 receiver positions

compared with the reference barrier at almost entire

presented model makes the performance of barrier model
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tilted downward and some wave get chance to redirected
toward receivers therefore the performance is less than
barrier model “A” at mid frequencies. Both branched
barriers model “Z” and “Y” are acted like a simple rigid
barrier at frequencies less than 500 Hz. 

Sloping Effect: To study the insertion loss reduction of
tilting barrier’s stem, different barrier shapes were
designed. Fig. 6 indicate the performance of barrier models
“N”, “X” and “K” relative to that of the ‘‘Ref’’ model
barrier at the receiver point (-50,0). 

A comparison of the inclined barriers is performed
where the inclined angle of all three barriers toward
receiver is 10 degree. In order to examine how diffraction
edges of tilted barriers affect the performance of barriers,
different structural designs are used. As one can clearly
see the trend of degradation of insertion loss by these
barriers are almost the same at frequency below 160 Hz.
The difference in efficiency for traffic noise protection is
dependent on their behavior at higher frequencies.
Normally the inclined barrier attempts to redirect the
reflection noise to a high level [17]. Hence, in these
barriers the diffracted wave is reflected upward. In other
words the power of multiple reflections will decline by
inclining a barrier.

The performance of two other types of inclined
barriers named barrier model “V” and “R” at the receiver
point (-50, 0) are illustrated in Fig.7. In fact, the receiver
side of barrier model “V” reflects the sound wave
downward, while the receiver side of barrier model “R”
redirects wave upward. 

According to Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, it can see that apart
from a few frequencies, the overall trends between the
designed inclined barriers are very similar. In the case of
tilted barriers, as expected at frequencies lower than 2000
Hz, the V-shaped barrier becomes less efficient. It is
considered that because the source side of the barrier
reflects the wave downward, the attenuation is not well as
the other sloped barriers. This result has very good
agreement with the result of Menge, who stated that the
insertion loss increased to a maximum when the angle of
the tilt reached 10 degrees and then dropped to lower
values as the angle of tilt increase further [19].

Broad Band Insertion Loss: The broadband insertion loss
is averaged over nine receivers -* 20, - 50 and -100 m from
the centre line of the barriers on the ground and at 1.5 and
3 m above the rigid ground. In order to simulate the A-
weighted  road   traffic  noise  of  barriers,  the  results  of

Table 1: The overall A-weighted insertion loss of various shapes at 9
receivers

Barrier type Mean  IL
Model I “Ref” -1.32 0
Model H -1.85 -0.53
Model T -1.09 0.23
Model A -0.79 0.52
Model Y -0.67 0.65
Model Z -0.72 0.6
Model L -2.34 -1.02
Model K 0.17 1.503
Model X 0.27 1.603
Model N 0.27 1.596
Model V -0.09 1.23
Model R 0.27 1.602

insertion loss for the designed models are weighted at
one-fifteenth octave band centre frequencies using the BS
EN 1793-3: 1998 standard method [20]. The differences in
mean insertion loss relative to reference barrier are also
shown in Table 1. 

It can be seen that, the performance of all inclined
barriers is higher than reference barrier. By comparison of
performance of barrier models “N”, “X” and”K”, it is
shown that the barrier with the highest construction
material (barrier model “X”) can get higher improvement.
By comparing the overall results of designed barriers, it is
found that, using sloped barriers is more efficient than
that of the more complicated designs like those barriers
which have extra diffraction edges. 

Furthermore, the solution of sound attenution for
various top parts showed that the highest value belongs
to barrier model Y by a further 0.65 dB (A). This excess
attenuation can be explained by the edge shape of the
profile.

Far Field Effect: The computation of sound pressure
behind three selected models: barrier models “L”, “I” and
“V” over 2500 receiver positions at 500 Hz are shown in
Fig. 8 and Fig. 9. The receiver points are from 20 to 270
meter distance from centre line of the barriers on the
ground extents to 10 meter above rigid ground. In this
stage, because of the median barrier position in highways
only the far field effect is considered. As can be seen in
these plots, the black part illustrates the zone where the
minimum values of attenuation are occurred. Fig. 8 shows
the broadband differences of the A-weighted insertion
loss of barrier model “L” relative to reference barrier. It
can be seen that the zone where the sound pressure level
increased contain the zone close to the barrier at high
receiver heights showing that the shape in barrier model
“L”  isn’t efficient at far field. However, this performance
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isn’t the same as barrier model V. As shown in Fig. 9 the The comparisons of mean A-weighted insertion loss
performance improvement made by barrier V in the far field
can reach up to 1 dB (A) while the greatest attenuation
occurs when receiver is positioned at the zone close to
the barrier with low height. 

Concluding Remarks: The effectiveness of sound
abatement for different median barrier designs has been
investigated utilizing a 2D boundary element method. The
performances of designed barriers have been compared
with an equivalent simple rigid barrier. Calculations of
broadband insertion loss are also conducted over 9
receivers positions at 1/3 octave band from 50 to 4000 Hz.
The following conclusions are inferred from the findings
of this study: 

Erecting barrier in the middle of the road increase
environmental noise pollution and make the negative
insertion loss at receiver point in which the increase
in noise pollution is obvious considerably at most
frequencies. From this point, the noise pollution
levels have been increased by a simple rigid median
barrier with a mean value of 1.32 dB (A) which can be
explained by the reflective surfaces and the reflection
angle of incident wave toward receiver. 
Adding the thickness of median barriers increases the
rigid surfaces in roads, although as a result of the
added surface isn’t directly toward the receiver, the
increased efficiency is not significant. However,
reduction and increase in sound levels can be seen at
some frequencies du to special geometry condition.
Increasing diffraction edges of the profiles toward
source leads to an increase in environmental
pollution. However, the noise pollution made by
these surfaces can reduce potentially by changing
the shape and angle of the edges. It has been shown
that in the case of barrier model “Y” contrary to
barrier model “L”, attenuations have been recorded in
excess of that cause by the change in diffraction
edges.
Each profiled median barrier that has an edge with
upward angle and redirects the reflected  sound
wave upward becomes less contributing in noise
pollution. From this point, barrier model”Z” produces
less noise pollution than that of a simple plain barrier
by 0.6 dB. 
Reflecting the incident wave upward due to the angle
of the tilted barrier could make a reduction in noise
pollution. Barrier models “X” and “R” by 10 degrees
make less noise pollution than reference barrier by 1.6
dB (A). 

between studied barriers along with a simple rigid
barrier revealed that the efficiency of the inclined
barriers is higher than that for other tested barriers. In
this case, among titled barriers, the higher values of
excess attenuation which was obtained by barrier
models X, R and N are almost the same. Using the
same angle for theses barriers explained the
performance of inclined barriers. 
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